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Background

In a research environment, dissemination of new knowledge is an imperative. Science itself is advanced by increased access to scholarly work. However, under the current model of research dissemination, publications can only be seen by the few people who subscribe to the journal. This limits the impact of research and its ability to influence subsequent work. Creation of a central online location to manage, preserve and maintain intellectual and historical output of an institution addresses dissemination, long-term preservation and thus sustainability of institutional knowledge.

Implementation

The DigitalCommons@CalPoly is a central online location to promote discovery, research, cross-disciplinary collaboration and support for instruction by collecting, preserving and providing access to scholarly, intellectual and creative work generated by Cal Poly faculty, students and administrative units.

The institutional repository system utilizes standards-based Berkeley Electronic Press software. This system is specifically designed for interoperability (OAI), reusability (persistent URLs), sustainability (Dublin Core standards & platform independent software) and scalability (accommodates growth over time).

Preliminary Findings

• Preservation of institutional memory has universal campus appeal
• Faculty are keenly interested in preserving student work
• Faculty often do not have copies of their past scholarship
• Great potential for implementation of author copyright retention
• Majority of publishers allow published faculty work to be made available in the institutional repository

http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu

Next Steps

The DigitalCommons@CalPoly will continue service to faculty while extending access to content from campus-sponsored conferences, administrative units and journals.

Barriers

Several barriers exist to effectively preserving scholarly output:

• Lack of centralized location for research creates inconsistencies in care and access to items
• Faculty and researchers unnecessarily transfer copyright to the publisher at the time of publication, making their own research unavailable for dissemination to students and colleagues
• Journal costs outpace budgets making it difficult to collect all resources authored by faculty
• Electronic journal content is licensed rather than sold, so institutions no longer own retrospective copies but instead pay for access to those items